
Knowing the destination isn't enough: you need to know how to get there. Build up your own networks, exploit
new ideas, consistently take the initiative. Inspire other people with your enthusiasm. That's the only way to
give ideas the power that allows them to become true innovations. We want to keep driving towards the future,
so our team is currently seeking you as
 
Dealer Development Specialist (Hungary and Slovenia)
 
As an integrated member of our team in Hungary you will implement and steer the sales channel development
and benchmarking programs. You will have the opportunity to monitor and get a deep insight of the activities of
the dealer network and competitors. You will carry out regular dealer visits in Hungary and in Slovenia and will
support dealer contract management and provide operational support for dealer network planning. You will
also coordinate the dealer bonus system development and mystery shopping activities. Through your fresh,
innovative ideas in the development of the dealer network strategy and dealer performance KPI’s, we can
ensure the success of our customer and dealer satisfaction programs.
 
You should have:

University degree in business administration or technical degree preferably with experience in automotive
retail/ wholesale
Minimum of 2-3 years of industry experience (Business Development, Sales, Aftersales, Controlling, Finance)
Positive attitude, energetic personality
Analytical, strategical and innovative thinking
Understanding and fast capturing of complex correlations
Highly developed persuasive power and assertiveness and very good organizational skills
Strong written and verbal communication skills both in Hungarian and in English
Computer proficiency in a windows environment using MS Office

 
Located in BMW Group Hungary (Budapest/Vecsés)

Are you looking for an exciting challenge? Then join our team. We look forward to receiving your
motivation letter and CV in English and in Hungarian. Please send your application to allas@bmw.hu

SUCCESS IS CREATED BY PEOPLE,
NOT BY DEPARTMENTS.
SHARE YOUR PASSION FOR
ACCELERATED RESULTS.


